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Polarion Software Announces the 2010 Edition of its ALM and
Requirements Management Solution
Latest Release Marks Five Years of Dramatic and Disruptive Technical Innovation, as Polarion
Continues to Outpace and Outmaneuver the Competition
Alameda, CA (February 23, 2010) – Polarion Software, an emerging Web 2.0 leader in application lifecycle management
and a disruptive force in the software marketplace, announced today the 2010 edition of its application lifecycle
management (ALM) and requirements management (RM) solution. The release marks five consecutive years of dramatic
and continuous technical advancement by the Polarion.
With this release, Polarion Software provides its ever-expanding global user base with an enterprise-ready ALM and RM
solution offering lightening fast performance, superior functionality, and unmatched usability – all at an affordable pricepoint embraced by customers and feared by competitors.
Workflows built within the tool lead and instruct users through an organization’s workflow and business process, to enable
ever-higher levels of efficiencies to save time and money. Transparency and linkages allows users to view direct and
indirect relationships between work items, source code, documents and other artefacts at any stage in a project’s lifecycle.
A powerful Wiki captures critical project and process knowledge while supporting dynamic collaboration among team
members, management and stakeholders in distributed locations.
Polarion is the only open source based enterprise and Wiki-driven ALM platform in the market today, and unlike
competitive offerings from large vendors, is an RM and ALM product users actually love to use. Managers appreciate and
value Polarion’s low total cost of ownership with dramatically lower implementation, training, administration and
maintenance costs. More than 100 Polarion Popular extensions and integrations have been posted online for the 2010
release, and more arrive daily for Polarion Software customers to download and use. For example, Polarion extensions for
FDA 21 CFR part 11 and IEC 62304.
“Our team has recently updated to Polarion’s 2010 release, and it is in a word, awesome. The speed and usability of this
software release is amazing, says Václav Šlajs, Research & Development Department Manager, Y Soft.
“Our employees, partners, and customers are extremely proud of Polarion 2010. In our collective opinion, it is the best
ALM and Requirements Management solution ever released; introducing innovations in features and usability that further
propel Polarion’s market leadership away from competing vendors,” says Stefano Rizzo, Polarion Software Vice President
of product management.

About Polarion Software
Polarion Software is a global leader in the field of Requirements Management and comprehensive ALM software
solutions and services. With over 750,000 users globally and hundreds of Fortune 1000 organizations; Polarion
provides companies with fully integrated, web-based solutions to lower costs and increase efficiencies while
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replacing legacy client server dinosaurs with disruptive low prices sourced via multiple channels for ease of
purchase, installation, and customer support. For more information, visit www.polarion.com.
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